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DONALD H. REGAN

Against Evaluator Relativity:
A Response to Sen

In a recent essay in this journal AmartyaSen introduced the notion of
an evaluator-relativeconsequence-basedmorality.I The basic idea can be
described very simply. A consequence-based moralityis a morality that
instructs each agent to maximize some objective function defined over
states of affairs. Such a moralityis evaluatorneutral if it assigns to every
agent the same objective function. If different agents have different objective functions, then the moralityis evaluatorrelative. For example, a
moralitywould be evaluatorrelative if it assigned to Jones an objective
function giving greater weight to the welfare of Jones's children than
Smith's children, while it assigned to Smith an objectivefunction giving
greater weight to the welfare of Smith's children than Jones's. In more
traditionallanguage, a moralityis consequence-basedif it says that right
acts are acts which have good consequences. A consequence-based morality is evaluatorneutral if there is a universal good that all agents are
requiredto promote;it is evaluatorrelativeif differentagents are assigned
different goods. This brief description conceals some complicationsand
possible sources of confusion, but it is not intended as a summary of or
a replacement for Sen's very illuminating general discussion of agent
relativity.Sen has shown that evaluatorrelativitymust always be accompanied by some other form of relativity,but my focus will be on evaluator
relativityexcept where I advert specifically to another form.
Sen notes that proponentsof consequence-based moralitieshave generallydefended evaluator-neutralforms. He does not actuallyrecommend
the adoption of an evaluator-relativetheory. Still, he discusses the possibilities of evaluatorrelativitywith such interest and apparentfavorthat
it seems worth pursuing the investigation of evaluator relativity a bit
i. AmartyaSen, "Rights and Agency," Philosophy& Public Affairs

iI,

I982): 3-39.
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furtherand, in the process, pointing out some reasons why neither people
inclined to accept consequence-based theories (on whom I shall concentrate) nor people with deontologicalinclinations should leap to embrace
Sen's new idea.
There is one traditionalview that can be construed as recommending
a specific evaluator-relativeconsequence-basedmorality-ethical egoism.
The central Section of this essay, Section III, partiallyvindicates G. E.
Moore'sfamous refutationof egoism.2Mooreclaimedthat the egoist must
contradicthimself. BernardWilliamsdenies this.3On the issue as stated,
Mooreis wrong and Williams right. But Moore was a consequentialist,
and egoism is often presented as a consequentialist theory.What Moore
should have said, and what he may well have had in mind, is that the
egoist cannot fit his theory into the consequentialist mold without contradictinghimself. That is what I shall show, in a more general form, in
Section III. The claim is more perspicuousif turnedaround:An evaluatorrelative consequence-based theory can be formulatedwithout contradiction, but it turns out that in such a theorythe evaluationsof consequences
do not really account for the judgments about the rightness of acts.
I
Let us put aside at the start a specious criticism of evaluatorrelativity.
It might seem that evaluator-relativetheories violate the requirementof
universalizability.This need not be so.
The appearance of nonuniversalizabilityarises because, on an evaluator-relativetheory, it may be the case that Jones is requiredto do some
act while Smith, who has a different evaluative point of view, would be
requiredin the very same circumstances to do something different. Suppose, as in the example above, that each agent is requiredto give special
weight to the welfare of his own child. Jones, if he must choose between
helping his son Tommy and Smith's son John, should help Tommy.
Smith, faced with the identical choice, should help John.
2. G. E. Moore, Principia Ethica (Cambridge:CambridgeUniversityPress, I962), pp.
98-99. An argumentsimilarto Moore'smay be found in BrianMedlin,"UltimatePrinciples

and Ethical Egoism," Australasian Journal of Philosophy 35

(I957),

pp.

ii

i-i8,

reprinted

in Moralityand Rational Self-Interest,ed. DavidGauthier(EnglewoodCliffs,NJ: PrenticeHall, I970), pp. 56-63.
3. BernardWilliams,"Egoismand Altruism,"in Problemsof the Self (Cambridge:Cambridge UniversityPress, 1973), p. 258.
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In this case, the solution is obvious. If we describe the alternativesas
"helpTommy"and "helpJohn,"then Jones and Smith must do different
things. However,if we describe the alternativesas "helpyour own child"
and "help the other,"then each is requiredto do the same thing, namely
to help his own. There is room for argument between the "neutralist"
and the "relativist"about which form of descriptionis more appropriate,
but universalizabilityis at best a somewhat impressionistic notion, and
the agent-relative descriptions are sufficiently natural so that the neutralist cannot rule them out of court on universalizabilitygrounds.
On the other hand, nothing in Sen's formalism guarantees that redescriptionwill always be adequate to save universalizability.Imagine, for
example, an evaluator-relativetheory which requires Jones to place a
high value on the preservationof wilderness and requires Smith to ignore
wilderness preservationbut to place a high value on energy-intensive
activities. There will be cases involving conflicts between these values
where Jones and Smith will be requiredto do differentthings in identical
circumstances. Nothing we have said entails that there need be any
naturalway of redescribingthe alternativesso that Jones and Smith must
really do the "same"thing. So far as the formalismof evaluatorrelativity
goes, there need be nothing about Jones and Smith that explains why
they are assigned different evaluative points of view. The assignments
may be completely arbitrary.If they are arbitrary,the theory will not be
universalizable.
It might be said that, despite the generalityof the formalism,no proponent of evaluatorrelativitywould ever defend a theory in which the
evaluative points of view were assigned arbitrarily.There would always
be some explanation of why particularevaluations were appropriatefor
particularindividuals.Sen suggests somethinglike this when he observes
that, "If evaluatorrelativityis derivedfrom the 'positionalinterpretation',
then it is reallyposition relativity that is admitted,which entails evaluator
relativityonly to the extent that evaluatorsdifferfrom each other in their
respective positions."4 It is reasonable to assume that the relevant differences in respective positions will always be such as to suggest natural
agent-relative descriptions of the acts under consideration,in terms of
which we can see that the theory is universalizable.
Let me simply state the conclusions which a fuller discussion would
4. Sen, "Rightsand Agency,"p. 36.
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lead to. Universalizabilitydoes not exclude evaluatorrelativity,or doer
relativity, or self-evaluation relativity. These relativities are defined by
Sen on the assumption that acts are described in neutral terms ("help
Tommy"as opposed to "help your own son"); indeed, they could not be
brought out otherwise. All that universalizabilityrequires is that these
relativities (and any others we might suggest) disappearwhen we redescribe acts in certain natural ways. Universalizabilitydoes eliminate
instances of arbitraryrelativity, as we have seen. It is not an empty
requirement. Still, it allows relativitiesof all of Sen's types.
II
Sen is aware that talk of "evaluatorrelativity"is going to make people
uneasy. There is no question about the logical coherence of a theory
which instructs different agents to maximize different objective functions; and, as we have seen, it cannot be argued that such a theorymust
fail to be universalizable. Still, is it appropriateto say such a theory
instructs agents to maximize the goodness of the consequences of their
acts? Since evaluation is relative, each agent must be viewed as maximizing something like "the good from his point of view."Does that really
make sense?
There are, of course, perfectly ordinarysenses of "goodfrom his point
of view." If Jones's hated uncle, on the verge of discovering a cure for
Alzheimer'sDisease, dies instead, leaving Jones a fortune, we might say
that was good from Jones's point of view but not from the point of view
of the rest of the world. But in saying this occurrence was good from
Jones's point of view, we would simply be saying it promoted Jones's
interests. We would not be saying it was, for lack of a better phrase,
morally good fromJones's point of view. When I say "morallygood"here,
I obviouslydo not mean "goodin virtueof some specificallymoralproperty
such as, for example, righteousness."I mean rather something like "deservingof approvalupon dispassionateconsiderationin a distinctive'moral'
frame of mind." The question is whether it makes sense to think of
"morallygood"(hereafterjust "good")in this sense as being subject to
modificationby different points of view.
Sen's case for the relevance of points of view depends heavily on an
aesthetic analogy.5Sen observes that we can say "Mt.Everestis beautiful
5. Ibid., pp. 35-38.
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from five miles to the south" and also "Mt.Everest is not beautiful from
five miles to the east" without in any way contradictingourselves. Furthermore,both claims may be completelyobjective.Aesthetic evaluation
depends on one's point of view. I have no disagreement with what Sen
says about Mt. Everest. However, the analogy to moral evaluation is
unpersuasive.

When I say, "Mt. Everest is beautiful from five miles to the south,"
what I am saying is that Mt. Everest looks beautiful from there. I am
saying something about the way Mt. Everest looks, or about its appearance. That I am talking about the way it looks, or about its appearance,
should not be taken to suggest that I am talking about an illusion or an
illusory appearance.What I am talking about is perfectly real. It is the
way Everest really looks from that spot. Indeed, it is precisely the reality
of "theway Everestlooks"that makes it easy to understandand to explain
why Everest looks different from different places. The pattern of light,
described in terms of color and intensity, that reaches my eye as I look
at Everest from the south is entirely different from the pattern of light
that reaches my eye as I look at Everest from the east. I do not of course
mean to identify "the way Everest looks from five miles to the south"
with any pattern of light. But differencesin the relevantpatternsof light
fully explain why Everest looks different from differentvantage points.
Comparenow the situation where Jones's son has just broken his leg.
Jones says, "Hisbreakinghis leg was a terriblething."Smith says, "Well,
of course it's a shame for anyone to break a bone, but it's not really so
bad as Jones makes out."We can easily imagine Jones and Smith making
these disparateobservations.The question is, Can they both be right? If
we doubt that they can both be right, does the Mt. Everest analogy help
us to see how they both can be? I think not. The problemis that here
there is nothing at all that correspondsto the perfectly obvious explanation of how the two judgments of Everest can both be right. There are
not two obviouslydifferent patterns of "morallight."
We can do more to emphasize the disanalogy.When I say, "Mt.Everest
is beautiful from five miles to the south," we have no difficulty distinguishing between "the way Everest looks from five miles to the south"
and my aesthetic judgment on the way Everest looks from there. In the
case of Tommy's broken leg, however, we cannot distinguish between
"the way it looks from Jones's moral position"and some further moral
judgment on the way it looks. The "way it looks" from Jones's moral
position is the moral judgment from that position. (Sen might suggest
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that what Jones "sees" prior to any moraljudgment, is "the evaluator's
son's brokenleg," whereas what Smith sees, priorto any moraljudgment,
is "somebodyelse's son's brokenleg." But Jones and Smith are still seeing
the same brokenleg under differentdescriptions."Theway Everestlooks
from five miles to the south" and "the way Everest looks from five miles
to the east" are emphaticallynot one thing differentlydescribed.) In the
Everest case, then, there is a difference in what is seen that precedes
and explains the difference in judgments; in the moralcase, there is not.
Can it be made to appearthat Jones and Smith "see"different things,
or that they are talking about different states of affairs that correspond
to different patterns of light? The only obvious way to argue that Jones
and Smith are evaluating differentthings (and not the same thing under
different descriptions) is to imagine that Jones is evaluating the consequences of Tommy's broken leg for Jones's relationshipto Tommy and
the world,while Smith is evaluatingthe consequences of the same broken
leg for Smith's relationship to Tommy and the world. But then Sen's
claim that there are different evaluative points of view would be tied to
a claim that what we are really requiredto value is always aspects of our
own relationships.I do not say that Sen would be committedto the claim
that we are or should be selfish in any narrow sense. Jones might love
his son and be to all external appearancesan ideal parent. But it would
still have to be the case that Jones loved him essentially as "my son,"
and not as "Tommy."That would be unacceptable,as I assume Sen would
agree.
I take it Sen would say, "No, no. Jones and Smith are both talking
about the same thing, Tommy'sbrokenleg, but they have differentmoral
relationships to it, just as the person five miles to the south and the
person five miles to the east are both talking about Everest but have
different physical relationships to it." The troubleis that I know exactly
how the different physical relationshipsto Everest lead to different aesthetic judgments, and the process suggests no moral analogue, even
when I am reminded that Jones is Tommy'sfather and Smith is not. The
closest I can come to understanding the idea that Tommy's broken leg
is worse from Jones's point of view than from Smith's is understanding
the idea that Jones ought to care more about Tommy's broken leg than
Smith does. But that seems a ratherdifferentidea, and I shall not pursue
it here.
I have not shown by positive argument that the notion of "goodfrom
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a point of view" is incoherent. Nor shall I. In the next Section I shall
show that the notion of "goodfrom a point of view,"even if it is coherent,
cannot be satisfactorilycombined with the ruling idea of traditionalconsequentialism, which is that our judgments about the rightness of acts
should be explained by our judgments about the goodness of consequences. In the Section after next I shall show that if we nevertheless
adopt an evaluator-relativetheory, our doing so will have some undesirable results in practice.
III
The central idea of traditionalconsequentialismis that we should be able
to account for our judgments about the rightness of acts in terms of our
judgments about the goodness of states of affairs.In this Section I shall
consider three ways of interpreting Sen's suggestion that there are different, equally objective, points of view from which judgments of goodness can be made, and I shall show that on none of the three interpretations can we in fact account for our judgments of rightness in terms
of our judgments of goodness. Perhaps it is worth saying at the outset
that although I discuss three interpretationsof Sen, I think it is tolerably
clear which interpretationSen prefers. It is the last of the three, in the
order of my treatment. To some readers it will be obvious from the start
that my first two interpretationsarenot what Sen intends. Of such readers
I ask patience. It will not be immediately obvious to everyone that the
first two interpretationsare wrong; and even for the most perspicacious
readers there may be some benefit in explicitly contrasting the third
interpretationwith the other two possibilities.
A
On the first interpretation,if some state of affairs is good from Jones's
point of view, that fact licenses Jones (though not anyone else) to assert
simply, "That state of affairs is good,"and to mean thereby something
which does not bear any essential stamp of relativizationto a point of
view.

On this interpretation,Jones will sometimes have occasion to say, correctly, "Smith acted rightly, but he certainly didn't produce the best
possible consequences."To be sure, Jones will be justifiedin saying Smith
didn't produce the best possible consequences by the fact that the con-
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sequences were not the best possible from his, Jones's,point of view. But
that is, for Jones, the correct point of view when he is judging, not the
rightness of Smith's act, but the value of the consequences Smith produces. In order to be able to assert "Smith acted rightly but failed to
produce the best possible consequences," and in particularin orderto be
able to assert "Smithacted rightly,"Jones must be able to assume Smith's
point of view hypothetically.He must be able to make the judgment that,
"FromSmith'spoint of view, such and such consequences are best."Still,
when it comes to judging the consequences themselves, independently
of the question of what Smith ought to have done, it is Jones's own
evaluativepoint of view that Jones is called upon to occupy. So when he
says, "Smith acted rightly but produced inferior consequences," he is
neither being wilfully paradoxicalnor falling into some avoidableconfusion.

It is tempting to try to eliminateJones's paradoxicalassertionby saying
that Jones should appeal to his own evaluativepoint of view only when
evaluating the consequences of his own acts. When he is evaluating the
consequences of Smith's acts, he should take Smith's point of view; and
so on. This will not do. The same state of affairs may be both a consequence of an act by Jones and a consequence of an act by Smith. (This
may be true if Jones influences Smith, or if Jones and Smith act independently but their acts produce some joint effect.) In such a case, if
Jones is required to take one point of view on the consequences of his
own acts and anotherpoint of view on the consequences of Smith's acts,
he may well find himself required to make incompatibleevaluations of
the same state of affairs.
If we cannot eliminate the paradoxinvolved in Jones's assertion that
Smith has acted rightly but producedinferiorconsequences, is this one
of those paradoxeswe must just learn to live with? No, I don't think we
can live with it. Suppose Jones asks himself why Smith's act was right
despite having inferiorconsequences. He can repeat to himself what he
has already explicitly or implicitly noted, that the act had best consequences from Smith's point of view. But, from Jones's point of view,
Smith'spoint of view is mistaken. Smith'sevaluationof the consequences,
considered not as a step in Smith's deciding what to do but as an evaluation of the consequences,is just wrong (Jones must believe). Smith's
mistaken evaluationmay explain why Smith thinks the act is right; and
it might lead Jones to regard Smith as excused for acting wrongly. But
Jones cannot explain his own view that Smith's act was right by relying
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substantively on an evaluation he rejects. (Jones might try to sidestep
this difficulty by saying that Smith's act was right because it produced
"goodconsequences" in the sense of "the consequences Smith was supposed to produce."But that would be to admit openly that the notion of
goodness was playing no genuine role in the justification of the claim
that Smith acted rightly.) In sum, on the present interpretationof evaluator relativity,Jones's judgments of goodness cannot explain his judgments of rightness.
B
At more than one point in the preceding subsection, it would have been
natural to suggest a new interpretationof evaluatorrelativity. Perhaps
Jones's point of view should be limited, not to the evaluationof the consequences of Jones's acts (we have considered and rejected that possibility), but rather to the evaluationof states of affairsconsideredas consequences of Jones'sacts. Some state of affairsmay be both a consequence
of an act of Jones and a consequence of an act of Smith; but even so,
we can distinguish between considering it as a consequence of an act of
Jones (in the course of deciding what Jones should do or should have
done) and considering it as a consequence of an act of Smith (in the
course of deciding what Smith should do or should have done).
Now, if Jones's point of view is relevant only to evaluating states of
affairs considered as consequences of Jones's acts-if even Jones must
not regard evaluations "fromhis point of view" as having any broader
significance-then the notion of goodness functions only inside the context of choosing and judging acts. To say that the consequences of some
act are "goodfrom Jones's point of view" is to say only that they are the
consequences Jones is required to produce. (In effect, we have reduplicated the suggestion at the end of the preceding subsection that Jones
might say of Smith's act that it produced "good consequences" in the
sense of "theconsequences Smith is supposedto produce.")To say "these
are the consequences Jones is required to produce"is not to give even
the semblance of a reason, from Jones's point of view or any other, for
such a requirement. In sum, on the present interpretationof evaluator
relativity,the judgment that an act has good consequences from Jones's
point of view, while it may still entail that the act is right for Jones, has
no tendency at all to explain its rightness.
The point here, while essentially simple, is easy to lose hold of. Let me
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tryto forestalltwo possible confusions. First, I would admitthat the claim
"the act has good consequences from Jones's point of view" might be
thought to explain the rightness of the act to the extent that it calls
attention to the fact that the consequences of the act are rated higher by
the objective function assigned to Jones than are the consequences of
any other available act. The importantpoint, however, is that the reference to "goodness,"as it is presently being construed, cannot possibly
function as a reason why Jones should have that objective function.
Second, the point is not just that the present claim about "goodness"
gives no reason why Jones should have that objectivefunction, as opposed
to someone else. The point is that it gives no reason for assigning that
objective function to anyone at all, Jones included. It gives no reason
why the assigned "objective"should be an objective, for anyone.
C

We need a new interpretationof evaluatorrelativity,and we need judgto have two propertiesif they are
ments of goodness-from-a-point-of-view
to explain the judgments of rightness we want them to explain: On the
one hand, they must be free-standing,in the sense that they must have
significance beyond the immediate context of choosing and judging acts.
That is what we learned from subsection B. On the other hand, what we
learned from subsection A is that judgments of goodness-from-a-point
of-view must be essentially and ineradicablyrelative. It must not follow
from the statement, "That state of affairs is good from Jones's point of
view," that even Jones can assert simply, "Thatstate of affairsis good."
He may utter the sentence, "Thatstate of affairsis good,"but we must
always understand an implicit reference to his point of view, not merely
as part of his justification for what he says, but as part of what he means
by what he says.
We have, of course, a model for just the sort of judgments we wantit is the judgments from differentphysical points of view in Sen's Everest
are free-standexample. The judgments of beauty-from-a-point-of-view
ing. But they are also essentially relative to a point of view. The Everest
analogy is excellent for showing what judgments of goodness-from-apoint-of-viewmust be like if they are to serve Sen's purposes,even though
it does little, if I am right, to show that judgments of goodness-from-apoint-of-viewcan be like this.
Suppose I now concede the possibilityof judgments of goodness-from-
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a-point-of-viewon the Everest model. There is still a difficulty.Assume
Jones has just done an act whose consequences were good from his own
point of view but bad from Smith's. I ask Jones, "Whydid you do that
act?" He responds, "Because it had good consequences."
"Goodconsequences from your point of view, you mean?"
"Of course."
"You are aware the act had bad consequences from Smith's point of
view?"
"Yes."
"Wellthen, why did you act to produce good consequences from your
point of view instead of good consequences from Smith's point of view?
That is, in choosing a point of view for evaluating the consequences of
your act, why did you choose Jones's instead of Smith's?"
"Because the point of view you mincingly refer to as 'Jones's'is mine!"
"I don't think that's an answer. In a different context, of course, it
would be. If by 'ajudgment fromyour point of view' we meant something
like 'a judgment embodying the belief it was most reasonablefor you to
have about the truth of some matter',then it would obviouslybe true in
an importantsense that you should act on your point of view. But on the
present interpretationthat is not what we mean by 'a judgment from
yourpoint of view'. Givenwhat we do mean, I don'tthink it's at all obvious
you should act on judgments of good from your point of view as opposed
to Smith's or anyone else's. So I ask again, why did you act on your point
of view?"
At this point Jones might say, "Because that's what I am supposed to
do. The theorysays each agent should maximize the good-from-his-pointof-view." If Jones says this, then he in effect concedes the point I am
trying to make, which is that even on the present interpretationof evaluator relativity,our judgments of goodness do not account for our judgments of rightness. To be sure, theyfigure in an account of ourjudgments
of rightness. But they do not account for them without leaving a very
importantgap. They give no explanationof why each agent should maximize the good from one point of view as opposed to another.
It might seem that there is an obviousanswer to my criticism-it might
seem that of course each agent should maximize the good as it appears
from the position he occupies. To see why this answer is inadequate, we
must expand on an exchange in my dialogue with Jones, and we must
distinguish between "evaluativelyoccupying"a position and "empirically
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occupying"it. I shall say that Jones "evaluativelyoccupies" a position if
in his role as an evaluator he must give that positionspecial prominence.
Now, as we normally use the phrase "Jones'spoint of view," it is clear
that Jones does evaluatively occupy his own point of view. We can talk
of Jones's point of view even on a neutral good, and we mean something
like Jones's best judgment of what that good is. It is clear that when
Jones is called upon to make specific evaluations, he has no alternative
but to give his own point of view in this sense special prominence. On
the other hand, if we are dealing with an evaluator-relativetheory and
differentpoints of view on the goodin Sen's sense, it turns out that Jones
does not evaluatively occupy his "own" point of view. Recall that all
evaluations, even those made by Jones from his "own"point of view, are
essentially relative. When Jones says, "Tommy'sbroken leg is a terrible
thing,"what he means is "Fromthe pointof view of someonewho happens
to be Tommy's father, Tommy's brokenleg is a terriblething." So far as
the evaluative content of the judgment is concerned there is no more to
it than that. But of course JQnescan also say, with perfect truth, "From
the point of view of someone who happens not to be Tommy'sfather, the
brokenleg is not so bad after all."Since every evaluativejudgment Jones
makes is essentially relativized to some point of view or other, there is
nothing in Jones's evaluations to connect him to one point of view rather
than another. In sum, Jones does not evaluativelyoccupy "Jones's"point
of view. To be sure, Jones empirically occupies Jones's point of view.
What we have been calling "Jones'spoint of view" is the point of view
of Tommy's father, and Jones is Tommy's father. (Indeed, in whatever
sense it is a necessary truth that I was born in my birthplace it is a
necessary truth that Jones empiricallyoccupies Jones's point of view.)
Still, I see no reason why, in selecting an evaluativeviewpoint as a basis
for action,Jones should select the viewpointfromthe positionhe occupies
empiricallyeven though he does not occupy it evaluatively.Perhaps he
should. But to say that he should because that is the positionhe occupies
is to say very much less than one might have supposed.
If we look again at the Everest example, with this difficulty in mind,
we will discover a new disanalogy between the aesthetic case and the
moral. If Jones and Smith are viewing Everest from different locations,
and if we ask Jones, "Is it better that Everest should be beautiful from
where you are than from where Smith is?", he would presumablysay no.
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He might add that he likes it betterwhen Everestis beautifulfromwhere
he is, but that is another matter. On the other hand, suppose we ask
Jones whether it is better that the state of the world should be good from
his own point of view than from Smith's. What should he say? If he is
cautious, he will say no; or perhaps, "That's a meaningless question;
there is no nonrelative 'better'"; or even, "Yes-from my point of view,
of course." But when Jones acts, he attempts to bring it about that the
state of the world is the best possible from his point of view. It seems
that by his action he is saying implicitly that it is better for the world to
be good from his point of view than for it to be good from Smith's point
of view. (Maybe not. Maybe he is only saying implicitlythat he ought to
try to maximize the goodness of the world from his point of view. But
then we repeat, "Why, given that there are other points of view with
preciselyequal credentials?")The pointis that action necessarilyinvolves
preferringone point of view to others in a way that aesthetic judgment
does not.
To summarize the results of this Section, we have seen that however
we interpret evaluator relativity, the proponent of an evaluator-relative
theory is unable to account for his judgments of rightness in terms of
his judgments of goodness. On the first interpretation,judgments of
rightness and judgments of goodness are in open conflict. On the second
interpretation,judgments of goodness are too insubstantial to account
for anything. On the third interpretation,which is the most nearly adequate, there is a crucial unanswered question-why should each agent
act on his own point of view instead of some other?
I am confident that Sen intends the third interpretation,and I admit
that my argument against the third interpretationis weaker than my
arguments against the other two. It might even seem that I am begging
the question in favor of evaluatorneutrality and against evaluatorrelativity(under the thirdinterpretation)by assuming an unreasonablystrong
sense in which judgments of goodness must "accountfor"judgments of
rightness. It is not always easy to tell when a philosophicalargument is
question-begging, but I think this one is not. Plainly, on an evaluatorneutral theory our judgments of goodness account for our judgments of
rightness more completelythan on an evaluator-relativetheory.The question of which point of view an agent should act on does not arise. Perhaps
we should not insist on that extra degree of completeness. But that there
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is a difference here, on a matter which has been central to the historical
intentions of consequentialists, cannot be denied.6
IV
Suppose that, undeterred by the argument of the previous Section, we
embracedan evaluator-relativetheory.There would be some unfortunate
results which flow from the fact that the evaluator-relativetheory, while
it abandons neutrality,retains another feature of traditionalconsequentialism, what we might call its "compulsoriness."
To both oversimplifyand speak metaphorically,moral theories tend to
come in two kinds. One kind of theory, based on rights and duties, is
primarilyconcerned to carve out for each agent a bit of room for action,
a private space, within which he can do as he likes so long as he does
not overstep the bounds and invade the space of others. The other kind
of theory, based on some conception of the good, is primarilyconcerned
to tell each agent what all his actions should aim at. Good-basedtheories
leave much less room for unconstrained choice. They are much more
"compulsory."
A theoryof the first kind, concerned with giving agents roomfor action,
can admit that within their private spheres agents may have different,
even conflicting projects. Different "points of view" are perfectly acceptable. On the other hand, it remains open to the proponentof such a
theory to regard as ideal a situation in which conflict disappearsand all
projects are in common. (What disappearsis not conflict among values,
but conflict among agents in their pursuit of values.)
Absence of conflict is a powerful and appealing ideal. It is accorded
the status of a requirement,and not just an ideal, by an evaluator-neutral
consequentialism.But it cannot be taken even as an ideal by an evaluatorrelative theory like Sen's. Sen combines the compulsoriness of consequentialism with divergent assigned points of view, and the result is that
harmonyamong agents' projects is positivelyexcluded. Harmonywould
6. Sen's notion of evaluatorrelativityhas something in common with Jesse Kalin'ssuggestion that "A moral theory may be teleologicalin terms of merely formal values" ("In
Defense of Egoism,"in Moralityand Rational Self-Interest,ed. DavidGauthier[Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall,1970], p. 78). Kalin'sidea is not exactly the same as Sen's, but
the argumentI give in the text could be used to show that a theoryrecognizingonly what
Kalincalls "formalvalues"cannot be teleologicalin the traditionalsense.
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remain empiricallypossible if the assigned points of view were sufficiently
empty-if, say, they assigned to each agent the task of satisfying his own
desires. But what purports to be a point of view on the good ought to
have some substance, and then divergentpoints of view require conflict.
What that suggests is that if we embracea theorywith the compulsoriness
of consequentialism, we have strong reason to embrace evaluatorneutrality as well. In this Section we shall look in more detail at two ways
in which the conflict required by evaluatorrelativityis manifested, and
we shall make some comparisonswith evaluator-neutraltheories.
A
Evaluator-relativetheories do not allow agents to give sincere moral advice.7 Suppose Jones is in a position to confer a benefit either on his own
child or on Smith's. Jones asks Smith what he should do. On the theory
that tells each agent to favorhis own child, Jones shouldconfer the benefit
on his child. But on the same theorySmith ought to adviseJones to confer
the benefit on Smith's child since giving that advice is the act of Smith's
that will produce best consequences as Smith is required to evaluate
them. The theory requires Smith to advise Jones to do something other
than what (Smith knows) the theory requires Jones to do.
Two lines of defense of evaluatorrelativitysuggest themselves. On the
one hand, the defender might say that even an evaluator-neutralconsequence-based theory sometimes requiresinsincere advice and that the
problem,if there is one, is connected to the emphasis on consequences,
rather than to evaluator relativity. For example, even on an evaluatorneutral theory, if you ask me for advice and I know you are going to do
the opposite of what I advise, I may be required to advise you to do the
act I believe to be wrong in order to bring it about that you do the act I
believe to be right. Now, whether it is a bad thing that an evaluatorneutral theory should requireinsincere advice in the case just described,
and if so just how bad a thing it is, are questions that would take us far
afield. Fortunately,we can see without any divagation that there is an,
enormous difference between the implications of the evaluator-neutral
theoryand the evaluator-relativeone. Under the evaluator-neutraltheory,
even "insincere"advice will always be aimed at leading the recipient of
7. This pointhas often been made as a criticismof ethicalegoism. E.g., WilliamFrankena,
Ethics, 2d ed. (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall,1973), p. 19; Kalin, "In Defense of
Egoism,"pp. 8o-84.
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the advice to do the right act. The right act is the one that maximizes
the value of the consequences. Since both giver and receiver of advice
are requiredto evaluate consequences in the same way, the right act for
the person advised is also the act with best consequences as evaluated
by the adviser. Under the evaluator-relativetheory, in contrast, the insincere (but required)advice will be aimed at leading the recipient of the
advice to do what he should not.
The other line of defense of the evaluator-relativetheory points out
that the theory need not be entirely consequence-based. There may be
special deontological constraints that require sincerity in giving advice
(perhaps as part of a general deontologicalrequirementof truth telling).
About this line of defense I have two comments. First, it implicitly concedes that there is a significant disadvantagein evaluatorrelativityfrom
the point of view of anyone who wants his theory to be entirely consequence-based. Second, it is unclear just how much consequence-based
evaluation, even of an evaluator-relativesort, will be left after the impositionof enough deontologicalconstraintsto solve the present difficulty
entirely. The difficulty affects much more than the giving of advice. My
acts may influence yours in innumerable ways. On an evaluator-relative
theory, whenever I am required to take into account the consequences
of your acts as indirectconsequences of mine, I am likely to have perverse
incentives. I will want to influence you to produce the consequences
which are best as I evaluate them. I will thereforeoften want to influence
you to an act which will not produce the best consequences as you ought
to evaluate them-which will, in other words, be the wrong act.8
B
A further problem with evaluator-relativetheories is that they generate
situations analogous to the prisoners'dilemma.9Evaluator-neutraltheories do not. Consideragain the theorywhich instructs Jones and Smith
each to give special weight to the welfare of his own child. SupposeJones
and Smith find themselves in the following position: Jones can either
confer a benefit on his own child or confer a greaterbenefit on Smith's
8. One way of dealing with the problem of this subsection might be to stipulate that
Smith should value directlyJones's acting rightly. This suggestion seems too gimmicky,
and if taken seriouslywould lead to too great complexities,to be worth consideringhere.
9. Again, this point is a standard criticism of ethical egoism, since it is egoism that
generates the classical prisoners'dilemma. See Frankena,Ethics, p. I9.
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child; Smith can either confer a benefit on his own child or confer a
greaterbenefit on Jones's child; Jones and Smith cannot make an effective agreement to "trade"benefits for each other's children, and neither
of them can affect the way the other acts. In this situation, given appropriate further assumptions about the size of the benefits and the degree
to which each father must favor his own child, the evaluator-relative
theory will require Jones to benefit Jones's child and Smith to benefit
Smith's child. The end result will be that each child is worse off than he
would have been if both parents had followed an evaluator-neutralmorality and each had conferredthe greatest benefit he could on any child,
regardlessof its paternity.When both parentsfollowthe evaluator-relative
morality,neither achieves his goals as defined by the evaluator-relative
morality itself as well as he would have if both had followedan evaluatorneutral morality.'o
I have just described a case in which an evaluator-relativemorality
generates a prisoners'dilemma analogue; and I have noted that in this
case, at least, an evaluator-neutralmorality would have saved the day.
There are other sorts of cases where it is often suggested that evaluatorneutral theories generate prisoners'dilemma analogues. It is a common
argument against act-utilitarianismthat it would require that everyone
refuse to vote, or that everyone cheat on his taxes if he could get away
with it, even though such behavior,if universal, would have disastrous
consequences. Now, even if these arguments against act-utilitarianism
were correct, they would not indicate a problem to which evaluatorrelativity would seem the natural solution. (We could impose a solution, in
an evaluator-relativeform,by alteringthe objectivefunctions so that each
agent regards as a significant good his own voting, or whatever. But that
seems too ad hoc to be relevant.) In any event, the arguments against
act-utilitarianismare not correct. It is possible that everyone should behave in such a way that each agent satisfies act-utilitarianism,given the
way the others behave, and disastrous consequences result. But this is
not yet an analogue of the prisoners'dilemma. In the prisoners'dilemma,
each agent is required (by self-interest) to behave in a particularway
regardless of how the others behave, and the results are unsatisfactory
for all concerned. With regard to act-utilitarianism,I have shown elseio. For a full and illuminatingdiscussion, see Derek Parfit,"Prudence,Morality,and
the Prisoner'sDilemma,"Proceedingsof the British Academyfor 1979 (London: Oxford
University Press, ig8i).
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where that it is not possible to describe a situation where every agent is
required by act-utilitarianismto behave in a certain way regardless of
how others behave and where disastrous consequences result from all
agents'behavingas they arerequiredto. Indeed,whatevergeneralpattern
of behavior produces the best possible consequences, it is always true
that in that patternevery agent satisfies act-utilitarianism,given the way
the others are behaving. Evaluator-neutraltheories, for which act-utilitarianism is in the present context an adequate representative,cannot
give rise to prisoners'dilemmas.
V

The preceding Section makes it natural to propose the following argument: The good (or the good from a point of view) is something one is
morallyrequired to promote.If it is implausible to suppose that different
agents are morallyrequired to promote conflicting goods, then it is implausible to suppose that there are conflicting goods (in the relevant
sense). It is implausible to suppose that different agents are morally
required to promote conflicting goods. (That is not to deny, of course,
that it may be morally appropriatefor different agents to focus their
attention and energies on different persons and projects; but that is a
much weaker claim.) Therefore, it is implausible to suppose that there
are conflicting goods of the sort Sen posits.
This argument actually highlights one of the unsatisfying features of
the present discussion. Sen suggests that perhapsour notion of the good
should be evaluatorrelative. I respond by pointing out the difficulty of
understandingSen's suggestion and also by pointing out variousrespects
in which an evaluator-relativegood would be unable to play the role in
moral theory that an evaluator-neutralgood has traditionallyplayed. A
third party might well break in: "Enough of this indirection. Instead of
arguing about what the good might look like, tell us what it does look
like, and give us some arguments.Then we will knowwhether it is neutral
or relative."The point is that any consequentialist,whether neutralist or
i i. DonaldH. Regan, Utilitarianism and Co-operation(Oxford:ClarendonPress, ig8o),
pp. 54-65. Elsewherein the same bookI describea theory,calledcooperativeutilitarianism,
which is superiorto act-utilitarianismin respects relevant to the present discussion; but
even to describe precisely the advantages of cooperativeutilitarianismwould require a
digressionof unjustifiablelength.
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relativist, ought ideally to produce some account of why the things he
says are good are so. Notoriously,no one has yet done an entirely satisfactoryjob at this. But if someone could producean adequatesubstantive
account of the good, then it seems the issues dealt with in this essay
would resolve themselves.
That observationleads to another. If we ask what is appealing in the
idea of evaluatorrelativity,aside from the logical interest of a new structuralpossibility,the answermay be this: one may be inclined to a relativist
view by the suspicion that any argument that could explain why there
is any objective value would at the same time explain why there are
different, equally objective, evaluativepoints of view. I do not share this
suspicion, and I shall not argue against it here; but it providesyet another
reason for admitting that the arguments for neutralism in this essay are
not ultimately satisfying by themselves. On behalf of either neutralism
or relativism, some more direct demonstrationwould be in order.
VI
I lean towardconsequentialismin ethics, and I have discussed evaluator
relativity primarilyfrom the consequentialist's point of view. However,
Sen's evaluator-relativetheories are designed to capture in a consequence-based format essentially deontological intuitions. Would a possessor of basically deontologicalintuitions find Sen's new idea more attractive than I do? Probablynot, for two reasons.
First, even where an evaluator-relativetheory generates the right prescriptions for action, it could be thought to misdescribe the reasons.'2
The idea that parents should promotethe interests of their own children
is very common. But not many people who promotethe interests of their
own children would say they did so because a benefit for their child was
a greater good than the same benefit for someone else's child. They would
not even say it was a greater good from some point of view peculiar to
(but appropriateto) themselves. They would admit that a benefit for their
neighbor'schild was every bit as good as a benefit for their own, and they
would then benefit their own if they could, feeling perfectly entitled
morally to this behavior. (It is perhaps worth mentioning that a doerrelative but evaluator-neutraltheory would not capture the common inI 2.

I believe I owe this point to Derek Parfit.
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tuition either. Ordinarypeople who favor their own children are not indifferent between conferring a benefit on their own child and bringing
it about that a neighbor confers a comparablebenefit on his child.)
Second, nothing one could reasonablycall a consequence-basedtheory
is going to capture all the distinctions that matter to the deontological
mind. Deontologists are too concerned about the way consequences are
produced. In terms of the consequences, there is no difference between
Jones's rescuing his son instead of Smith's son from a burning building
and Jones's persuading the fire brigade(if they alone can effect a rescue)
to do the same. But many people would see a difference here. Similarly,
many people would believe that even if I need not forgo a large benefit
in order to stop you from twisting a child's arm, still I may not permit
you to twist the child's arm in order to produce an identical benefit.'3
The difference, whatever it is, is not in the consequences.
in The Tanner Lectureson Human
I3. See Thomas Nagel, "The Limits of Objectivity,"
Values I, ed. Sterling McMurrin(Cambridge:CambridgeUniversityPress, ig8o), p. I30.
I have learned much about the topic of this essay from conversationswith AmartyaSen
and from the other membersof a discussion groupin Oxfordto whom he and I readearlier
versions of our papers.
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